Evaluation of non–lead-based protective radiological material in spinal surgery
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Purpose:

An evaluation of the protective radiation efficiency of three commercially available radiation protective garments compared with a standardized lead protective shield.

STUDY DESIGN/SETTING:

Measured radiation transmission through lead and three commercially available lightweight radiological protective garments (Xenolite, EarthSafe, and Demron) was performed using a standard, calibrated dosimeter.

METHODS:

Radiation transmission, attenuation, lead equivalencies as well as garment weight comparisons were measured. The tests were repeated through a range of voltage and tube current settings that are common to clinical radiological applications (60–120 keV).

RESULTS:

All materials tested demonstrated effectiveness at common clinically relevant energy exposures (100 keV). EarthSafe and Xenolite demonstrated 0.5 mm lead equivalency protection at 80 and 100 keV X-ray energies but not at higher energy levels (>100 keV), which is where most radiological procedures are performed utilizing more advanced technological imaging equipment. Demron was best able to effectively shield ionizing radiation at higher energy levels (>100 keV). The lightweight nature of these lead-free materials may result in less fatigue and musculoskeletal complaints by the wearer.

CONCLUSIONS:

Of the tested lead-free garments, Demron appears to offer equivalent levels of protection to standard lead-based shields within traditional energy zones but with less weight than standard lead-based shields.
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Introduction

As more spinal pathology is being treated with minimally invasive procedures, the spinal surgeon must rely on other means of identifying surgical anatomy besides direct visualization. The most common method today for indirect visualization of the spinal elements is via bi-planar...
fluoroscopy. Technological advances have allowed better indirect visualization of spinal anatomy and have enabled the spinal surgeon to accomplish complicated spinal procedures minimizing the magnitude of tissue trauma [1]. This has not come without increased risk. Radiation exposure can be up to 10 times higher in spinal surgery compared with other procedures [2].

The use of fluoroscopy is also vital in other areas of medicine including pain management, interventional cardiology, urology, general orthopedics, and of course radiology. Despite this, little attention by surgical clinicians has been paid to the potential seriousness and means of protecting operating personnel from the harmful ionizing radiation that occurs intraoperatively. Traditionally, clinicians have relied on cumbersome protective lead-reinforced garments designed to attenuate radiation. These garments serve as the standard radiation attenuating shields for operating personnel. Unfortunately, lead has difficulties associated with its use. A lead apron is relatively heavy and is frequently associated with musculoskeletal complaints with extended use. Additionally, there are environmental issues with its disposal secondary to its known toxicity. Lead within protective aprons may exude into soil and permeate water supplies.

In this study, we evaluated three commercially available non–lead-based radiological protective garments purported to be similar in function to standard lead aprons in attenuating radiation. These garments are 30–40% lighter than lead and therefore may be helpful in terms of compliance and in minimizing musculoskeletal complaints associated with extended apron use.

### Material and methods

All testing was performed at Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston, Massachusetts. A polycarbonate test stand (Radcal Corporation, Monrovia, CA; Part No. 10T5) was placed beneath an X-ray tube and aligned such that the X-rays emitted from the tube were centered (a laser is used as a guide) on sample material/filters placed on top of a stand. The stand was secured to the X-ray table. An ionization chamber (Model No. 10X5-60; Radcal Corporation) was also set up on an adjustable metal stand so that it was centered beneath the sample material/filters. The ionization chamber was then connected to a Dosimeter (Model No. 9010; Radcal Corporation) by a cable with a converter (Model No. 9060; Radcal Corporation).

The Dosimeter, which displays the Exposure in milliRoentgens (mR or millirem), was calibrated to read 0.00 mR. The X-ray machine was then set to the desired voltage (kVp) and tube current (mAs). The protocol called for the following voltages and currents: (1) 60 kVp and 10.0 mAs; (2) 80 kVp and 8.0 mAs; (3) 100 kVp and 6.4 mAs; (4) 120 kVp and 5.0 mAs; (5) 130 kVp and 3.2 mAs.

The procedure for testing each of the samples was as follows: A dosimeter reading for 0 mm or air was initially recorded (in this experiment, for example @60 kVp and 10 mAs, the dosimeter read 34.24 mR). Testing was then performed to calculate the aluminum (Al) half value layer. An aluminum filter (0.51 mm) was placed on top of the BRH test stand and aligned properly so that the majority of the incident X-rays hit the center of the plate. The X-ray machine was switched on, and the dosimeter reading was taken. The Al thickness was increased gradually by adding more filters. The filters were added one by one until the radiation was halved (until the reading on the dosimeter showed approximately half the initial value of 34.24 mR). The reading in mR for the corresponding Al thickness was recorded. The dosimeter was zeroed each time an extra Al plate was added. Four Al plates were required to cut the radiation by half.

The aluminum plates were removed and the dosimeter zeroed. The sample to be tested was then placed on the BRH test stand and the dosimeter was zeroed again. The X-ray machine was switched on, and the dosimeter reading was noted. The sample was removed, and a similar procedure was followed for other samples.

Standard lead was then tested after the designated number of samples were tested. A lead foil of 1 mil (1 mil=1/1,000th inch) thickness was placed on the stand, and the X-ray machine was switched on. The dosimeter reading was noted. The thickness of lead foils was increased until the final dosimeter reading was the same as that of the sample. If many layers of the same sample were used, the dosimeter reading of all the combined layers was taken.

### Results

Table 1 lists and compares the transmission, attenuation, and lead equivalencies of all material tested. The results for lead, summarized in Table 1, were obtained experimentally by testing lead foils; transmission data were collected for 19.68 mil (0.5 mm) thick lead foils. As one may glean from the table, % attenuation diminishes with higher energy (keV). At lower energies, attenuation approaches 100%. At 60 keV, attenuation for all materials is >99%. The discrepancy in radiation attenuation is magnified at higher energies (Fig. 1).

The three non–lead-based radioactive shields tested included EarthSafe, Xenolite, and Demron. EarthSafe was noted to have over 0.5 mm lead equivalency protection at 80 and 100 keV X-ray energies but not at energies at the higher end of the spectrum (>100 keV), which is where most radiological procedures are performed.

Xenolite followed similar trends as EarthSafe and did not have the required 0.5 mm lead equivalency protection at the energy extremes. Demron was effective both in the lower energy range (below 100 keV) as well as the higher energy range (100, 120, and 130 keV). It should be noted from Figure 1A and 1B that although Demron did not give 0.5 mm lead equivalency protection at energies lower than 100 keV, the difference in the transmission percentages
between lead and Demron was negligible at lower energies. The differences in percent transmission between Demron, Xenolite, and EarthSafe became significant at higher energies.

Lead equivalencies and transmission percentages of lead at 100, 120, and 130 keV X-ray energies are summarized in Table 2. The number of layers required to achieve 0.5 mm lead equivalency above 100 keV, and their weights for each product are tabulated in Table 3. A sample piece of 10.2 cm² area was taken from each of the garments and weighed separately using a digital balance. Although a single layer of EarthSafe or Xenolite weighs less than a single layer of Demron, the number of layers required to achieve 0.5 mm lead equivalency above 100 keV is more than that of Demron. It took approximately four layers of Demron to achieve the required 0.5 mm lead equivalency above 100 keV; whereas five layers were needed for EarthSafe and Xenolite to achieve the same. To offer the same attenuation protection, Demron is approximately 15.8% lighter than EarthSafe and approximately 3.5% lighter than Xenolite.

### Discussion

Exposure to ionizing radiation (alpha, beta, X-rays and gamma rays) is clearly dangerous to humans. Skin lesions are a known consequence of high-level exposure, and numerous malignancies have been associated with chronic low-level exposure [12]. We are becoming increasingly aware of the risks of occupational exposure in the medical arena. A study by Wall constructed radiation risk projection models for computer tomography examinations and found that a lifetime risk of fatal cancer can reach 1 in 1,000 for children, depending on the frequency of examinations [3]. Although not well studied, it is felt that the health effects of radiation exposure are linear with no threshold [9]. With the widespread use of computer tomography, plain roentgenography, and the increasing use of ionizing radiological equipment by nonmedical personnel, the potential problems of radiation exposure may be more widespread than reported [4].

To accomplish enhanced visualization, the newer generation fluoroscopes produce higher amounts of energy. X-ray energy is measured in kVp. A typical chest X-ray utilizes an average energy of 80 kVp for a period of 0.1 second. Fluoroscopes, on the other hand, emit energies up to 130 kVp, and because they are continuous, emit for substantially longer periods of time [10].

The physician must take appropriate measures to reduce the risk of radiation exposure to the patient, the operating staff, and himself. Concepts such as time, distance, and shielding are the most common ways of reducing radiation exposure. By reducing the time of exposure, maximizing the distance from the anode, and utilizing shielding apparatus, medical personnel may limit the amount of radiation exposure to a minimum [11,12].

Exposure rates to the patient of 1,200 to 4,000 mrem/min have been recorded [6]. The close proximity of operating room personnel to fluoroscopy equipment may result in higher dosages of backscatter, a concept that has received little attention in the past [7]. Exposure rates from scatter at 2 feet from the anode have been recorded at approximately 5 mrem/min. A heightened risk of radiation exposure to the assistant surgeon has been demonstrated [8]. Health-care workers may lower radiation exposure in a limited number of ways. Decreasing the exposure time clearly reduces the dose received from the radiation source. However, this is not always practical, especially in long fluoroscopic procedures common in orthopedics and cardiovascular surgery. Increasing the distance from the source, another well-known factor in limiting radiation exposure, similarly may not be practical for the surgeon and assistants as surgical technique may require proximity.

The simplest way to minimize exposure is via shielding, which creates a barrier between the source and the individual. Traditionally this has resulted in the cumbersome donning of heavy and awkward undergarments that include lead. Although they provide good attenuation to radiation exposure, they are heavy, uncomfortable, and often crack, leaving the wearer unknowingly exposed. Lead-based polymer composites are made by incorporating lead or other heavy metal compounds into a resin or polymer matrix. Attempts have been made to obtain similar protection with composite materials that reduce weight. These materials have had variable results in laboratory testing, are more
expensive, and have been associated in some cases with an unpleasant odor. Additionally, because they contain lead, they cannot be laundered, and are prone to cracking, which renders the garment unusable. An additional problem for the health-care facility is the problem of apron disposal. Lead is considered to be the gold standard in X-ray protection.

The American Society for Testing Materials (ASTM) guidelines have recommended 0.5-mm lead equivalent garments for standard protection. However, the ASTM has not devised a standard protocol for testing radiological equipment in the health-care field. Traditionally, private companies have tested their product in a single radiological dose (usually 100 kVp), or at the specific dose that the lightest material composite can achieve 0.5 mm of lead equivalence. We chose to evaluate five different levels of kVp (60–130). This is the field where approximately 99% of radiologic energy is utilized in the medical environment. Data from studied manufacturers are published only at 100 kVp. These data correlated with the findings of our study at 100 kVp. However, by evaluating other levels of radiation exposure we were able to elucidate a trend for different composites at both lower and higher energies. At various levels of energy (or keV), lead has been shown to predictably reduce X-ray transmission as a function of thickness. For example, a 0.25-mm lead foil has known values of X-ray transmission reduction at various levels of energy. When an attenuating material reduces a certain
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**Fig. 1.** Comparison of percent transmission of X-rays.
keV by the same percentage as a 0.25-mm piece of lead foil, that material is described as having a lead equivalence of 0.25 mm of lead at that keV. Low-lead or lead-free composites will market their product’s attenuation ability at either a percent reduction in transmission or as a function of lead equivalence. These values are usually referenced at a certain energy level or kVp. The usual kVp quoted is 80 or 100 kVp. In order to communicate the effectiveness of X-ray attenuation, various terms such as lead equivalence and percent transmission are often used. The percent transmission refers to the amount or percent of radiation transmission that is allowed to pass through a material at a certain amount of energy or keV. With all attenuators, the higher the keV, the more difficult it is to attenuate, and hence the higher the transmission. We focused on a range of energy levels currently encountered in the performance of minimally invasive spinal procedures.

In the United States, most state regulations require that the X-ray aprons have a lead equivalence of 0.5 mm of lead. As such, the wearer could predict his or her level of protection at various levels of energy or keV. The difficulty arises with the introduction of lead substitutes. Convention has dictated that companies advertise their lead substitute products at 0.5 mm of lead equivalency at 100 keV. When a manufacturer claims that their reduced or lead-free apron has a lead equivalence of 0.5 mm at 80 kVp, the wearer should not assume that the apron will perform similar to the same thickness of lead at other kVp values because it is not lead. This is especially pertinent for medical personnel who are exposed to higher X-ray energies during lengthy or complicated fluoroscopic procedures. The clinician/purchaser of radiological protective gear needs to be aware of this fact in order to properly evaluate the efficiency of differing materials used for lead substitution.

Table 2
Lead equivalencies and % transmission of lead at 100, 120, and 130 keV X-ray energies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lead equivalency (mm)</th>
<th>100 kVp</th>
<th>120 kVp</th>
<th>130 kVp</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.25 Apron</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.35 Apron</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.50 Apron</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmission (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.25 Apron</td>
<td>11.50</td>
<td>13.69</td>
<td>14.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.35 Apron</td>
<td>5.73</td>
<td>7.22</td>
<td>8.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.50 Apron</td>
<td>3.14</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>4.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this study, we compared three popular reduced lead or lead-free composites with lead and their ability to attenuate X-ray radiation at various energies. The most common lead substitutes for medical radiation exposure protection are EarthSafe, Xenolite, and Demron. The manufacturers of each product claim that their composite material possesses similar attenuation coefficients as traditional lead-based garments. Although the exact composition of these materials is proprietary and is protected by patents, both EarthSafe and Xenolite are composed of varying amounts of tin, antimony, arsenic, and cadmium in addition to other unknown materials. The manufacturer of Demron discloses the presence of bismuth, barium, tungsten, iodine, as well as proprietary nanocomposites which contribute to its structure and ability to attenuate radiation.

In summary, all materials tested in this study demonstrated effectiveness in radiation attenuation at 100 keV. This level of protection may not be relevant in today’s newer fluoroscopic procedures, which use radiation sources of higher energy for longer periods of time. It appears from this study that Demron is best able to shield ionizing radiation of higher energy. Demron was the only material to maintain very low percent transmission over 120 and 130 keV, and was the only composite that provided satisfactory protection at energies superseding 100 keV. In fact, the composite material in Demron attenuated ionizing radiation better than lead at higher energies. Additionally, Demron’s physical characteristics as a flexible fabric may enable the life of the material to be significantly prolonged. Both EarthSafe and Xenolite contain tin, which may hinder flexibility. Because it is lead-free, Demron is nontoxic, washable, and easily disposable without environmental concerns. The reduced weight of Demron compared with lead may reduce the incidence of musculoskeletal complaints for medical personnel involved in lengthy fluoroscopic procedures.
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